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with the collection, zara studio is encouraging us to take a walk in both cities. “walking
is a great way to connect with your surroundings, because you can see all the details of
the city that a car doesn't show you,” she says. it's also a good way to get some fresh
air: “nowadays, people are so wrapped up in their mobile phones that they don't even

notice when the air is becoming polluted. and if you're looking for a little more than just
a maxi dress, zara studio has plenty of inspiration for you, too. the collection includes a

large number of interesting prints, including many that incorporate embroidery and
different kinds of embellishment. doing the rounds of the showroom, i was struck by
how much zara's new collection shares with its other collections, most of which are

made with the same inspirational sources. but there's a difference. this time, it's the
french label's collection that shows its face. the new arrival is in-keeping with the

attitude of the hotel zara in sentosa, whose grounds are home to a zen garden, the
sculpture garden and the zara studio heritage park, whose collection is dedicated to
bringing the magic of the japanese samurai into the digital age. the new offering is

inspired by everything from the latest surf and music trends to the hottest new
products on the market, and the range, which has arrived just in time for this summer,

is a seasonal-yet-modern variation of the existing zara studio line. accentuating the
trendy pieces, zaras new collection includes a few new additions to the womenswear

and menswear ranges, such as a slip-on sneaker and mens shirt, as well as new
accessories like a new backpack and beach bag.
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the 4-star mercure lyon centre plaza rpublique is at the heart of lyon, close to the old
town, and is perfect for combining work and pleasure during your stay in the city of

light. you will love the haussmann style of the hotel while the enhanced comfort rooms
will fully satisfy you. renovation work will be carried out at the hotel until june 5, 2015.

work is being done floor by floor, on weekdays. the adagio access lyon welcomes you to
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the heart of the 8th arrondissement, close to the maison de la danse. the aparthotel is
also near to the eurexpo convention and exhibition center and the major hospitals in

lyon est. its 114 air-conditioned, fully furnished apartments are equipped with a kitchen
and range from studios to 2-room apartments. there is a tram stop nearby, the ring

road is 2 minutes away and an undercover car park is available. experience the sun, the
stunning beaches and exciting attractions on sentosa island, including fort siloso, the

merlion and musical fountain. sentosa island also houses the resort world sentosa,
where you'll find top attractions such as universal studios singapore, s.e.a. aquarium,

and adventure cove waterpark. bus service 123, located at bus stop (06069) across the
road from the hotel, provides a direct connection into sentosa island. the mercure lyon
centre plaza rpublique welcomes you to the heart of the 8th arrondissement, close to

the maison de la danse. the aparthotel is also near to the eurexpo convention and
exhibition center and the major hospitals in lyon est. its 114 air-conditioned, fully

furnished apartments are equipped with a kitchen and range from studios to 2-room
apartments. there is a tram stop nearby, the ring road is 2 minutes away and an

undercover car park is available. 5ec8ef588b
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